SOUTH LODGE
HOTEL

Your wedding. A stunning venue.
An unforgettable day.

Your perfect location

Nestling in the heart of the dramatic Sussex Downs, South Lodge Hotel
is a magnificent, former family country house surrounded by 93 acres
of stunning parkland and flowered terraces.
From the moment you step through the door, you can see exactly
why South Lodge goes hand in hand with romance.

Elegant ceremonies and swish receptions…

It’s the ultimate country house setting and as such, we have the most fabulous selection of
suites and rooms to host your day in stylish elegance. From an intimate ceremony overlooking
the glorious South Downs, a civil partnership or beautiful outdoor wedding to a lavish extravaganza,
we have the perfect setting for your wedding. Small or large we can accommodate a wedding for as
little as 10 people up to 250 evening guests.

Everything you could wish for…

We believe your wedding should be as individual as you are so we create a tailor-made
wedding day to meet all your hopes and dreams. Or if you prefer, our stylish wedding
packages have been specially designed with you in mind, making it easy and fun to
choose every last detail for your big day.

Your fabulous day, your specific way…
At the very top of our priority list is making sure you get exactly what your hearts desire. Our expert planners
are discreetly beside you every step of the way with plenty of ideas, recommended suppliers and supportive
enthusiasm. There is a lot to do and we are here to make sure it runs like clockwork.

Please be seated…
Stunning seated wedding breakfast, stylish wedding buffet or exquisite fine
dining - everyone has unique ideas of what they want on their special day and
South Lodge Hotel surpasses all expectations. Chef and his team will discuss
your precise requirements with you - together, our aim is to present the most
impressive wedding feast.

Staying the night…

Every room and suite is individually designed and styled so no two are the
same - some have hand-carved four poster beds, all have handmade mattresses
and pillow menus, others have two baths side by side and one even has its own
private open-air bubbling hot tub! Your guests will also be eligible for a very
special accommodation rate should they wish to stay the night.

The first day of the rest of your life.
From the A23 take the B2110 signposted Handcross. Follow the B2110, passing through Plummers
Plain and into Lower Beeding continuing until you reach the T-junction with the A281. Turn left and
after 500 yards the entrance to the hotel is on the right. Beware of the speed camera!
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EXCLUSIVE HOTELS

Visit our sister properties www.exclusivehotels.co.uk

For all wedding enquiries, please call +44 (0) 1403 891711
South Lodge Hotel, Brighton Road, Lower Beeding, Nr. Horsham, West Sussex, RH13 6PS
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